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Treasure Harbor: Seven novellas centered around a quest to find treasure hidden by a notorious

pirate, Drake Burton, in the seventeen-hundreds. When Norâ€™easter Igor unearths gold coins on

Bounty Beach in Treasure Harbor, treasure seekers from near and far converge on the town in

hopes of finding the treasure of a lifetime. Set in the Outer Banks of North Carolina in the seaside

town of Treasure Harbor, this eight book series features heroes and heroines who are dealing with

the fact that their beloved town has gone treasure crazy.Jade Sims is a jeweler working at the family

jewelry business, Gems. A gemologist by profession, Jade also dabbles in local Treasure Harbor

lore. More than anything else, Jade wants to find a love of her own. Several years ago Jade became

romantically involved with a man who shattered her heart and embezzled money from the family

business. Since then, she has been very wary of trusting any man. When archeologist, Roman

Santâ€™Angelo blazes his way into her life, Jade doesnâ€™t know quite what to make of him. But

as they team up to hunt down Drake Burtonâ€™s elusive treasure, Jade begins to fall for the

dashing newcomer to Treasure Harbor.Roman Santâ€™Angelo is an archeologist who arrives in

Treasure Harbor in pursuit of a centuries-old treasure. In particular, a famous piece of jewelry called

the Star of Imara. Roman has strayed away from his profession after a tragic accident that has left

him emotionally scarred and guilt-ridden. Hired by billionaire Buddy Keaton to find the lost jewels

hidden by pirate Drake Burton, Roman is desperate to get a major payday. Even if he doesnâ€™t

find the jewels, Keaton is prepared to pay him handsomely for looking for them. For Roman, Jade

Sims is a stepping stone to finding the lost treasure. As a resident of Treasure Harbor and a

gemologist, Jade possesses a vast amount of knowledge that might help Roman hit the jackpot. But

when Roman finds himself falling for the beautiful jeweler, he finds his priorities shifting. What

happens when love trumps treasure?
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Belle Calhoune does a good job of pulling this series together and interweaving them into one. I love

the little bits of humor that she throws in, such as "as single as a dollar bill" and "...something in the

water? If so, what was wrong with her water supply?" It's easy to fall in love with the 2 main

characters: archaeologist Roman Sant Angelo and Jade Sims, who is working in her parents' store

Gems. Jade struggles to trust again. Roman has to stop lying to himself that hiding something from

Jade is no big thing. One of my favorite quotes was: "You led with love. That's never a mistake. It's

the very thing God wants us to do." Tragedy sometimes shakes us to our "very core" and makes us

"doubt God's grace." His Precious Jewel is filled with such wonderful "jewels", and a delightful, easy

read for everyone! And the search for the Star of Imara is enchanting!

I absolutely love the author. She not only writes well but she has a fabulous editor. This story flowed

so smoothly I couldn't believe when the last page came. I also love that the book is faith based

without going overboard on religion. I highly recommend this book.

This book was such a wonderful addition to this series. It was filled with depth and adventure. I

would recommend this book. The author did a wonderful job writing a love story and God being the

center. It is hard to find novels like this nowadays. Christian writing is rare in this era.

I have loved each of the books in this series. It has been intresting to see couples finding love in

circumstances they might not have expected. The on going hunt for the treasure, the way its

impacted families, has been more than interesting. Jade appealed to me from tyhe start. So it is nice

to be part of her journey to find trust love and happiness with Roman . To see his single minded



wish to find the treasure change as his friendship with Jade developed was one of yhe joys reading

this story.

Jade and Roman's story is special. Jade didn't realize that her life would change the day Roman

walked into the store. Both of them have gone through hard times. Watching their relationship

change is amazing. You will feel God working throughout this whole book. This book deserves a

higher rating than a five star review.

I love Belle Calhoune's writing, and love this series where it is written by different authors... the

varying writing styles make the different characters seem even more believable. I love the whole

series so much, but Belle's way with words and winding the story line in and around, up and down

leaves me with a few unanswered ideas on what the final book will reval and I cannot wait for it to

come out to see if any of my hunches are correct! I just cannot say enough about the books or

Belle's writing. I have read everything I can get my hands on! I have recommended Belle's writing to

friends, and this series as well. I highly recommend you read this. It is very intriguing and

entertaining without being over the top with the mystery where I can't sleep at night after reading for

awhile, and of course it is not filled with a lot of adult content that I can allow my young teen

granddaughters read this without a worry in the world. It appeals to all of us, my granddaughters,

daughter and daughter in law, myself, my sisters and sisters in laws, my mother in law, nieces,

cousins and a multitude of friends! I promise the only disappointment will be when you are finished

reading them! The last on is supposed to be released first of Aug 2016
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